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Digital Marketing Services Focused on Outbound, Inbound and Content Marketing 
from Email and Social Media Advertising to Search Engine Optimization

CEOCFO: Mr. Reske, what was the vision when you started Nowspeed, and where 
are you today?
Mr. Reske: My vision has always been to help our clients grow their businesses using 
all the new and exciting tools in digital advertising. We started doing this in 2003, and 
we’ve helped hundreds of clients grow their businesses through some of the best 
advertising and digital marketing tools available.

CEOCFO: What do you understand about digital marketing, given your 
experience, that perhaps others do not?
Mr. Reske: Nowspeed understands how to integrate the three most important strategies 
of digital marketing to drive results: outbound marketing, inbound marketing, and content 
marketing. 

Outbound marketing includes email marketing and digital advertising; inbound marketing 
includes organic search engine optimization and marketing automation; and content 
marketing includes creating and leveraging content such as websites, whitepapers, 
videos, and infographics to engage and build relationships with potential customers. 

CEOCFO: Do your clients understand that they need a mix of strategies or do you 
often have to educate them as to why one of those pieces will not be enough? 

Mr. Reske: When we first started the firm, our clients would engage us to help with a single challenge such as SEO or 
Google AdWords. Over the last few years we have a much higher percentage of clients on integrated marketing 
programs, which is exciting because those are often the most successful. 

CEOCFO: What goes into your assessment of a company? When a company comes to you for service, what are 
you looking at to help create the best program for them?
Mr. Reske: For each client, we start with an in-depth assessment of their digital marketing program. The first step is to 
review their existing website. How well designed is it? Is it set up for mobile? Is it SEO optimized? Is it designed to catch 
and convert traffic and achieve their goals? Many websites are poorly designed or not designed to get someone’s 
attention and convert the visitor into a lead or a sale. 

The second step is to assess their website content to see if they have the white papers, datasheets, infographics, and the 
video that they need to engage all of their target audiences across the whole buying cycle. 

Third, we look at their SEO visibility. How visible they are in search engines, how well they are using email to nurture their 
prospective customers, and how visibly and how effectively are they using outbound advertising like Google Ad words?

For AdWords, we might look at how much they are spending and their cost per lead. For SEO we might look at how many 
keywords are visible and how many leads they are getting from organic search. 

For email, we might look at the size of their house list, what their open rate is, and how many leads they are getting. We 
have a comprehensive way of looking at all of the components of a digital marketing campaign, assessing the 
effectiveness of each one of those, and determining a good action plan based on the strengths and weaknesses of a 
client’s campaigns.

CEOCFO: Are there particular types of companies that are turning to you?
Mr. Reske: We have had a lot of success in helping a medium to large business-to-business companies. 
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We do a lot of work with technology companies in the medium to large range. We also help many business services 
companies: companies that sell insurance, financial services, and other kinds of business services or consulting services. 
Those have been two sweet spots for us. 

Along the way, we have actually worked with many universities with their lead generation programs as well, which is more 
B2C. 

CEOCFO: Can you describe a typical engagement? What was the problem? What did you come up with and how 
did it make a difference?
Mr. Reske: In a typical engagement, we start with that assessment that I just described. We will look at the strengths and 
weaknesses of each one of their digital marketing components from inbound, outbound, and content marketing 
perspective. Then we will design a strategy to help them deal with that. 

It usually starts with a high-level of strategic assessment of not only the tactical metrics, but also their messaging, their 
target audience, and the content that they are using to reach those audiences. 

We start there and then put together detailed plans in each area, which we call “the Accelerator Methodology.” Once we 
identify the challenges, we start to execute our methodology around SEO, digital advertising, email, and marketing 
automation in each area. We make rapid progress in helping them go from a poor or mediocre campaign to an excellent 
campaign. 

That initial work of strategy and planning usually takes about a month, and then the second month of the campaign is 
usually executing in all areas. By the third month, the program will start to generate leads, improve their SEO visibility, 
improve their email campaign effectiveness, and they start to get much better marketing results. 

CEOCFO: Do you help a company with the follow through on inbound and outbound marketing on an ongoing 
basis?
Mr. Reske: Collaboration with our clients is key to our success. Through the planning process, we use a tool called Base 
Camp, which is our project collaboration tool, and we identify our responsibilities and the client’s responsibilities. We 
usually take responsibility for almost everything and get everything done, but often clients want to write a white paper or 
some articles. Perhaps they will be responsible for some content or giving feedback about a website design. 

By using the Base Camp project collaboration tool, we can set up our responsibilities and theirs in an open format so they 
know exactly what they need to do. We hold them accountable by giving them due dates and making sure that they are 
giving us the content and other information and decisions that we need. Collaboration is key to our success on these 
projects. 

As far as ongoing work, most, if not all of our projects are ongoing. We will often build a website and then continue to 
optimize it, maintain it, add content, and drive leads though it on a regular basis. Almost all of our client relationships 
include ongoing retainer relationships where we continue to be engaged to drive results.

CEOCFO: What types of projects would you like to do given a choice?
Mr. Reske: I am thrilled when we can get an integrated digital marketing assignment where we are helping a client put 
together a complete program that involves content, outbound, and inbound. When the client lets us build the core content 
for the program, write the blog articles, and create the content assets like white paper and videos; we can leverage all of 
those assets in an outbound campaign and we also use them for inbound and nurture campaigns. 

When we can do all of that in an integrated fashion it is great and creates a very steady program. I love it when we get a 
client who is collaborative, smart, and confident, knows what they want from the program, and can make rapid decisions. 
Those are the ideal clients for us. 

CEOCFO: How do you reach out for new clients?
Mr. Reske: We reach out for new clients in many ways. We get many referrals from clients, business partners, or other 
agencies that we have worked with that are in other disciplines of marketing. 

“If you want a firm that delivers great results in a predictable and consistent way, with the best tools 
and a great experience, you should choose Nowspeed.” - Dave Reske
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We also reach out through a webinar series. We just presented a webinar today where we invited many of the people on 
our email list to hear some new content that we presented. We have an email campaign where we reach out to over 
10,000 marketers with content every month. 

We run social media programs. We have over 15,000 followers on Twitter and other social media properties, so we post 
regularly on social media. 

We have our own lead nurture program we Hubspot to nurture our leads. We try very hard to provide great content and 
then use outbound programs to promote that content. We also use inbound marketing to catch, convert, and then nurture 
those leads.

CEOCFO: How do you provide results and feedback to your clients? How do you make it easy for them to look at 
results and see what is working?
Mr. Reske: Clients rely on us to get a good understanding of their campaign through our reporting, and we do that in 
several ways. First, we meet with our clients either by video call, a phone call, or in person almost every week so they get 
a person who explains what is really going on with the program. We have tools that deliver automated recordings the on 
first of every month so they get beautiful spreadsheets and graphs that explain the program. 

In addition, for most of our clients, we do a detailed analysis. We will take the raw data from these automated tools and 
put them in the spreadsheets or PowerPoint presentations and we will produce custom reports. It is a very personalized 
approach to reporting that really gives the clients the information they need to understand not just the end of the program, 
like how many leads they got, but how we got there and the opportunities to improve the program in the future.

CEOCFO: What do you look for in your employees?
Mr. Reske: We look for people who are smart and passionate about marketing. We also want people who are very 
flexible because our clients’ needs are always changing. They may have to reschedule meetings at the last minute or 
push back deadlines. Our team has to accommodate that. 

We also want people that are very honest and transparent because we want to reflect that to our clients. We want people 
who can be sincere. We want people that can take personal responsibility for their work, keep their promises, and get 
things done on time. We really want people who are always learning. We are an environment that changes every week 
and we need people who are psyched about innovation and always learning. 

CEOCFO: How do you know when something like Instagram is at a tipping point? How do you know when 
something is over? 
Mr. Reske: We have seen so many things over the last dozen or more years start out small and grow big in social media, 
search, and marketing animation tools. We actually deliver a quarterly innovation report where we give them ideas for new 
things they could be trying. We are always looking for new things and we suggest them to our clients. 

Because we are doing this with dozens of clients every quarter, we are able to get real-time feedback on what people are 
willing to try and what people are willing to spend money on, and then we get quick results on what is actually working. 

If somebody says, “I want to try Instagram,” we can get it going for our clients and then give them quick feedback on what 
works. When something starts to work for one client, then we can share that with other clients. 

That is really one of the big advantages of working with an agency: you get to leverage the rapid learning of our entire 
team across many clients to quickly take advantage of what is working for others.

CEOCFO: What has surprised you as Nowspeed has grown and evolved?
Mr. Reske: I am always surprised at how quickly the technology evolves. Looking forward it is hard to predict what the 
next big wave will be in marketing animation, social media, or digital advertising. Looking back, it is amazing to think about 
all of the innovations that have happened even in the last few years. 

This morning we presented on 10 different innovative digital advertising tools that have come out over the last year that 
people are starting to take advantage of. Ten things that were not available in 2014. It is just amazing how much 
innovation there is. It is exciting, and it’s what keeps me going every day.
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CEOCFO: Why choose Nowspeed?
Mr. Reske: Nowspeed is an agency that delivers results for our clients. Many people claim they deliver results, but we 
have a solid methodology we use to get there: our Accelerator methodology. We use best-in-class technology to make 
that happen, and we have a philosophy when working with our clients we call “You Matter.” 

“You Matter” is a set of attitudes, collaboration, and service commitments we make that deliver excellent service to our 
clients. We surround all that with awesome people. If you want a firm that delivers great results in a predictable and 
consistent way, with the best tools and a great experience, you should choose Nowspeed.

Interview conducted by: Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor, CEOCFO Magazine
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